Senior Cybersecurity Analyst Threat Management (m/f/diverse) - REF40245A

Your tasks

Our Hanover location is seeking a Senior Cybersecurity Analyst Threat Management (m/f/diverse) to join our team.

Are you ready to challenge the organization and yourself? The Senior Cybersecurity Analyst Threat Management adds value to our Cybersecurity team and...

- develops, implements, and manages standardized methods for threat management
- identifies, develops, and evaluates measures to reduce security risks in IT services and projects
- is member of the ContiTech IT Cybersecurity Office
- Constantly monitors the ContiTech IT infrastructure utilizing various data sources
- performs Threat hunting activities
- actively supports Incident Response activities
- defines and implements regular reporting based on monitoring and findings (threat landscape, risk posture, ...)
- represents ContiTech cybersecurity within various committees and projects (e.g., Threat Intelligence, Security Operations Center, ...)  

Your profile

- Relevant (best case academic) degree and several years’ of equivalent experience, or comparable Cybersecurity certifications, e.g. CEH, CySA+, GMON, GCIA ...
- Knowledge of job relevant tools and technologies (e.g., EDR, NDR, SIEM, SOAR, UEBA)
- Knowledge of client, server and cloud infrastructure and mutual understanding of applications architecture
- English (written and spoken), additional language desirable
- IT service management skills (ITIL) - would be desirable
- Experience in Cybersecurity related environments (e.g., Threat Hunting, Threat Analysis, Incident Response, Forensic, SoC, ...)
- Experience in project management
- Experience in a global and multicultural company

Applications from severely handicapped people are welcome.

Our offer

We want our employees to do well with us. That's why we offer them not only an exciting job in an international technology group, but also numerous additional offers such as flexible and hybrid working, sabbaticals and other benefits.
Click here to find out more.

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online application.

About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2022, Continental generated sales of €39.4 billion and currently employs around 200,000 people in 57 countries and markets.

The ContiTech group sector develops and manufactures, for example, cross-material, environmentally friendly and intelligent products and systems for the automotive industry, railway engineering, mining, agriculture and other key industries. Guided by the vision of “smart and sustainable solutions beyond rubber,” the group sector draws on its long-standing knowledge of the industry and materials to open up new business opportunities by combining various materials with electronic components and individual services.